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Abstract: Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks is large-scale cooperative attacks launched from a large number of 
compromised hosts called Zombies are a major threat to Internet services. As the serious damage caused by DDoS attacks 
increases, the rapid detection and the proper response mechanisms are urgent. However, existing security methodologies  do not 
provide effective defense against these attacks, or the defense capability of some mechanisms is only limited to specific DDoS 
attacks. Therefore, keeping this problem in view author presents various significant areas where data mining techniques seem to 
be a strong candidate for detecting and preventing DDoS attack. The new proposed methodology can perform detecting and 
preventing DDoS attack using MapReduce concepts in Big Data.Thus the methodology can implement for both detecting and 
preventing methodologies.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Today, the number of attacks against large computer systems or networks is growing at a rapid pace. One of the major threats to 
cyber security is Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attack .In which the victim network element(s) are bombarded with high 
volume of fictitious attacking packets originated from a large number of Zombies. In the modern computer world, maintaining the 
information is very difficult. Some interrupts may occur on the local system (attack) or network based systems (network attack). The 
aim of the attack is to overload the victim and render it incapable of performing normal transactions.In this paper a new cracking 
algorithm is implemented to stop that DDOS attacks. This is most critical attack for a network called distributed denial of service 
attack.To protect network servers, network routers and client hosts from becoming the handlers, Zombies and victims of distributed 
denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks data mining approach can be adopted as a sure shot weapon to these attacks. Without security 
measures and controls in place, our data might be subjected to an attack. In our algorithmic design a practical DDOS defense system 
that can protect the availability of web services during severe DDOS attacks. One common method of attack involves sending an 
enormous amount of request to the server or site and server will be unable to handle the requests and site will be offline for some 
days or some years depends upon the attack.  
The proposed system identifies whether the number of entries of client exceeds more than five times to the same sever, then the 
client will be saved as a attacker in blocked list and the service could not be provided. So our algorithm protects legitimate traffic 
from a huge volume of DDOS traffic when an attack occurs.This approach uses the automatic feature selection mechanism for 
selecting the important attributes using the Map Reduce methodology. And the classifier is built with the theoretically selected 
attribute through the neural network. And then, our experimental results show that our approach can provide the best performance 
on the real network, in comparison with that by heuristic feature selection and any other single data mining approaches. 

II. OVERVIEW 
A. DDoS Attack 
Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attack is the one in which the victim’s network elements are bombarded with high volume of 
fictitious attacking packets that originate from a large number of machines.  
In Recruiting phase attacker initiates the attack from the master computer and tries to find some slave computers to be involved in 
the attack. The number of DDoS attacks grew 20 % last year - a major decrease in the rate of attacks from 2007 to 2008, when these 
devastating attacks increased 67 percent, according to a report.1 According to a report Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are most 
worried about botnet-driven distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks2 .A small piece of software is installed on the Zombies to 
run the attacker commands. The Action phase continued through a command issued from the attacker resides on the master 
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computer toward the Zombies computers to run their pieces of software. A successful attack allows the attacker to gain access to the 
victim’s machine, allowing stealing of sensitive internal data and possibly cause disruption and denial of service (DoS) in some 
cases. The mission of the piece of software is to send dummy traffic designated toward the victim. Therefore, a mechanism that is 
strong and reliable is desired. Hence the key idea is to use data mining techniques to discover consistent and useful patterns of 
system features that describe program and user behavior of attack.  
 
B. Data Mining Data  
Data mining is becoming a persistent technology in activities as diverse as using historical data to predict the success of a marketing 
campaign, looking for patterns in network traffic to discover illegal activities or analyzing sequences. A data mining application is 
typically a software interface which interacts with a large database containing Network traffic parameters or other important data.  
From this outlook, the approach is gaining importance in the field of DDoS attacks. Data mining applications are computer software 
programs or packages that enable the extraction and identification of patterns from stored data. 

 
Figure: Architecture of DDoS attack 

Data mining is, at its core, pattern finding. Data miners are proficient at using specialized software to find regularity (and 
irregularities) in large & complex data sets. Data mining is widely used by companies and public bodies for marketing, detection of 
fraudulent activities such as DDoS attacks. Huawei 2013 Security Research Report 29.81% more DDoS attacks occurred than last 
year,   More than 72.91% attacks larger than 1Gbps. Http application protocols Attacked up to 87.74% and Longest DDoS attacks 
last 349 hours 36 minutes 42 seconds 
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C. Various Application Areas Of Data Mining In DDoS Attacks 
Recently, data mining has become an important component for DDoS attack prevention. An overview of real time data mining-
based intrusion detection systems (IDSs) is presented by researcher that focused on problems related to deploying a data mining-
based IDS in a real time environment also discussed a distributed architecture for estimating cost-sensitive models in real time.   
Different data mining approaches like classification, association rule, clustering, and outlier detection are the few techniques 
frequently used to analyze network traffic or data to gain knowledge that helps in controlling intrusionVarious applications where 
data mining approach can be used in prevention and detection of DDoS attacks are discuss below: 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 
A. Big Data-Map Reduce 
1) Map step: The average output of the map will be recorded ID as the key and retired as the value. Every mapper maintains a 

collection bearing the canopy center candidates it has learned thus far.  During every map the mapper determines if each 
successive record is within the distance threshold of any already determined canopy center candidate. The intermediate output 
sent to the reducer has the record ID as the cay and the list of retired-rating pairs as the value. 

2) Reduce Step: The yield of the reduce step will simply output record ID as the key and concatenate the rater IDs for that record 
into a comma separated list. The reducer repeats the same procedure as the mappers. It meets the candidate canopy center 
record IDs, but takes out those which are inside the same threshold limit . In other words, it removes duplicate candidates for 
the same canopy center. In order for this to operate correctly the number of reducers is set to one. 

3) DDoS attack impact on Big Data: As the Internet continues to grow and prosper, hacker attacks continue to increase in severity 
and frequency. As Internet bandwidth has expanded, so too has the scale and frequency of DDoS attacks. For example, in 
March 2013, European anti-spam company Spamhaus experienced multiple 300 Gbit/s DDoS attacks, the largest such attacks in 
history. The real-time example, Huawei is the first anti-DDoS solutions provider to apply Big Data technology to DDoS 
detection and prevention. Huawei leads the industry in eliminating covert DDoS attacks disguised as normal access requests. 

4) DDoS Trends Challenging Attack, Defense Technologies: Typically, DDoS attacks originate from mock sources, such as 
Synchronize (SYN) flood, User Datagram Protocol (UDP) flood, and Domain Name Service (DNS) flood, and are carried out 
by zombie hosts. When DNS servers are paralyzed a wide range of network services will be blocked or broken.The more 
bandwidth the attack consumes, the bigger the threat to network infrastructure.   Such attacks that target specific applications, 
such as HTTP Flood attacks against e-commerce websites and web games, require a TCP connection between the zombie host 
and servers targeted for attack. To avoid detection, hackers reduce the attack traffic rate so that the attack footprint resembles a 
legitimate request. 

5) DDoS Defense Technology Based on Big Data -Map Reduce: As an industry-leading anti-DDoS solutions provider, Huawei is 
the first vendor to apply Big Data technology to the detection and prevention of covert DDoS attacks disguised as normal 
access requests. Because DDoS attack detection systems rely on traffic models for attack detection, the better the traffic model 
the higher the probability of detecting attacks. The difficulty in detecting light-traffic attacks is that the small numbers of attack 
packets are concealed in massive volume of legitimate network access packets.  A further challenge to detecting low volume 
DDoS attacks is that application layer attacks strongly resemble legitimate access requests, and that even with increased 
sampling rates, flow analysis is unsuitable for detecting application layer attacks because QPS analytics are not included in the 
access traffic model. Mitigating this type of attack using traditional prevention systems can only limit the connections of 
legitimate access sources.These heavy-traffic DDoS attacks are the easiest to detect, but require the highest processing 
performance to affect the necessary rapid response; otherwise, the network links will become jammed, completely flooded, 
while security devices deployed on the access side are failing. Until the recent arrival of cost-effective flow analysis 
technology, these super-large-bandwidth DDoS attacks were best handled by commercial anti-DDoS SPs. Blocking such 
attacks requires the deployment of super-large capacity prevention systems on the upstream side of the network. Effective 
enterprise anti-DDoS systems must be based on high-performance hardware platforms with a minimum 100-Gbit/s defense 
capacity, or the defense device itself will likely become the network bottleneck. We have now entered the era where these high 
performance tools are now available for enterprises. 

6) DDoS Defense Technology Based on Big Data -Map Reduce: As an industry-leading anti-DDoS solutions provider, Huawei is 
the first vendor to apply Big Data technology to the detection and prevention of covert DDoS attacks disguised as normal 
access requests. 
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Fig: Framework  

These heavy-traffic DDoS attacks are the easiest to detect, but require the highest processing performance to affect the necessary 
rapid response; otherwise, the network links will become jammed, completely flooded, while security devices deployed on the 
access side are failing. Until the recent arrival of cost-effective flow analysis technology, these super-large-bandwidth DDoS attacks 
were best handled by commercial anti-DDoS SPs. We have now entered the era where these high performance tools are now 
available for enterprises. 
Because DDoS attack detection systems rely on traffic models for attack detection, the better the traffic model the higher the 
probability of detecting attacks. The difficulty in detecting light-traffic attacks is that the small numbers of attack packets are 
concealed in massive volume of legitimate network access packets.  A further challenge to detecting low volume DDoS attacks is 
that application layer attacks strongly resemble legitimate access requests, and that even with increased sampling rates, flow 
analysis is unsuitable for detecting application layer attacks because QPS analytics are not included in the access traffic model. 
 
7) DDoS Defense Technology Based on Big Data -Map Reduce: As an industry-leading anti-DDoS solutions provider, Huawei 

is the first vendor to apply Big Data technology to the detection and prevention of covert DDoS attacks disguised as normal 
access requests. 

8) Challenges 
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a) High scalability: The security solution must support flexible performance expansion to vary with service requirement changes, 
catch up with service mode innovation, and form an architecture required for long-term service development, in order to protect 
previous investment and reduce total investment cost.. 

b) High performance: To avoid being the bottleneck of the whole system, the security solution must feature high-performance 
defense capabilities so that it can deal with the traffic flooding attacks on Tencent's large-scale services.  

c) High availability: The security solution must ensure reliable service connections, precisely differentiate attack traffic from 
normal traffic, and accurately identify attacks 

d) High security: The security solution must be able to defend against DDoS attacks of various types, regardless of the traffic 
attacks or application-layer attacks, to protect all online services from attacks. 

e) Low O&M cost: Considering that O&M cost significantly affects Tencent, the security solution must be small-sized, consume 
low power, minimize occupied equipment room space and consumption with improved performance, and greatly reduce the 
TCO for deploying multiple nodes in batches.. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
DDoS attacks are quite complex methods of attacking an ISP in large data. These attacks are an aggravation at a minimum, and if 
they are against a particular system, they can be brutally destroyed. Loss of network resources, costs money, delays work, and 
interrupts communication between various legal network users , thus it can prevent all these complexities effectively. Detecting, 
preventing, and mitigating DDoS attacks is important for national and individual security. But with the improvement in technology 
new areas are emerging where data mining techniques can be utilized for handling DDoS attacks that are to be discussed in future. 
This paper discussed various detection algorithms which are using data mining concepts & algorithms for DDoS detection & 
prevention. The proposed methodology we can detect the attack easily by implementing Map Reduce functionalities at the stage of 
verifying the Network IPs.  
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